As I wrote in the previous report
"I decided to step down from my position within the board as Operations Department Coordinator, as well to not take any other leadership position in the coming years or maybe ever. I will select fun things to do in the community and work on those things, like supporting production with the Download and Language platform."

Q3 was mostly a holiday season for many volunteers, especially after all the COVID stuff happened in the previous periods. Many people were finally allowed to do some fun things again, without the blocking rules within their living area.
There have been no department meetings because of that, but there were still some discussions happening within the Glip application and the day-to-day tasks were still performed by the volunteers.
Any report written by the teams can be found here:
https://volunteers.joomla.org/departments/operations#reportsTeams

In this period I joined every board meeting, even though I was on holiday.
I supported any other volunteer on actions needed within the various websites and supported the Secretary as much as I could, because he does a lot of work and should be supported with that.

Most of my time (next to the standard operational actions) was spent on supporting the Production, Programs and Marketing department, with the various infrastructure, automation and language work.
Improving various automation processes, implementing CloudFlare and thus replacing the old CDN, implementing the last version of the Organization J3 template, with the various improvements provided by volunteers.
Helping with all the technical aspects of the J4 work within the Marketing department.

Many other small needed actions, to keep things going.